TO REGISTER:
Mail this form, along with a check or money order made out to Ascanius: The Youth Classics Institute, to the following address by MAY 31.

You may also register online at www.ascaniusyci.org, where there is an option to pay by credit card.

Ascanius: The Youth Classics Institute
P.O. Box 320536, Boston, MA 02132

LatinSummer was so much fun! I wish the program went for a whole month!
-LatinSummer 2013 student

Come join us
July 21 - August 1 for LatinSummer Boston!

A summer enrichment program about Latin, mythology, and Ancient Rome for students in grades 1-7

Hosted by The Brimmer and May School
A program of:

Ascanius: The Youth Classics Institute

(617) 902-0753
info@ascaniusyci.org
www.ascaniusyci.org
What is LatinSummer?

LatinSummer is a two-week program that provides students a unique chance to learn about Latin and the classical world. Students will explore Latin, mythology, Roman culture, and more. The program's hands-on classes will be taught by creative, enthusiastic high school and college Latin students under the supervision of experienced teachers. No prior knowledge of Latin or Classics is required. Students receive t-shirts!

Who: Students currently in grades 1-7. Public-schooled, private-schooled, and homeschooled students are all welcome to attend.

When: July 21 - August 1, 2014 (weekdays) 9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Where: The Brimmer and May School
Chestnut Hill, MA
Near Rte. 9; the T; Brookline, Newton, & West Roxbury

Cost: $295 per student
Significantly reduced rates available depending on financial need. Transportation scholarships available. See registration form for details.

Previous LatinSummer students: We have a new curriculum for 2014!

What will students learn?

Areas of focus will include:
- Greco-Roman Mythology
- Roman Culture & Daily Life
- Classical & Conversational Latin

Topics include: Latin vocabulary and roots, hands-on Latin sentences, Olympic games, Roman clothing, gladiators, architecture, banquets, mosaics and art, gods and goddesses, and more!

Students will be grouped by age. Instruction, pacing, and content will be tailored to the unique needs of each group.

For example, grades 6-7 will participate in a unique and challenging, yet fun and accessible, Latin immersion curriculum. Students will learn the basics of Latin through the language of the ancient Romans! Also included are hands-on cultural activities taught in English.

Why teach Latin to young students?

When students learn Latin, they learn about far more than a language and a culture. They learn to appreciate humanity.

The classical world can be found in our:
- literature, art, and architecture
- values and political ideals
- sense of history

Latin also helps students to develop:
- a stronger English vocabulary
- connections with other subjects
- skills of logic and reason
- an ability to think critically
- openness and creativity
- enthusiasm for learning

Registration Form

Student’s full name
School
Current Grade  Age
Address
City   State  Zip
Phone number with area code
Parent/Guardian name
Email address
Tee-shirt size—Circle one:

Check one box:
- standard price per student - $295
- student with significant financial need - $175
- what’s affordable for your family (suggested $10-$50)

Transportation scholarships are available on a first-come, first-served basis for students who qualify for free or reduced price lunch. These cover the cost of a round trip public transport pass for the student for all days of the camp.

I would like to apply for a transportation scholarship.

Registration Deadline: MAY 31
Mail this completed form, with payment, to the address on the reverse, or register online at www.ascaniusyci.org.